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29th Sept - 1st Oct
Farnham Estate | Co. Cavan | H12 H6Y8 | Ireland
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                                Spa Life® Ireland is a highly focused business event designed to motivate and inspire the country's leading wellness operators, and the brands that support them, through an immersive wellness experience with a unique emphasis on education and self-development.

  DOWNLOAD SPONSOR INFORMATION     

[image: ]Spa Life® Ireland 2024 will be hosted at the fabulous, 4-star Farnham Estate & Spa in Co. Cavan in the Republic of Ireland, and will once again bring delegates together a relaxed, professional environment to enable human connection and collaboration which inevitably leads to innovation.

 

Growing the individual. Growing the industry.

This exciting, wellness-centred event will deliver two days of business development and extensive networking opportunities to help you build your contacts and grow your business.


Attendees will enjoy a series of pre-selected, face-to-face meetings with companies of their choice, plus inspirational keynote speakers, motivational breakout sessions.


Then, motivated and inspired, you’ll have actionable insights to put into practise in your business.
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                                                    BOOK NOW

Noella Gabriel was born and raised in Cork, our host town this year, and is the Co-Founder and Global President of Elemis, the British skin wellness brand which has become a major player in the global skincare market.



In this disarmingly charming keynote titled "From Treatment Room to Board Room", Noella will deliver an inspirational account of her journey from a professional therapist to the Global President of a major brand, offering insights into mistakes made and lessons learned along the way, sprinkled with her own unique style of sparkling wit and personality.

BOOK NOW
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                                                    BOOK NOW

Mark Smith, Deputy Editor at European Spa magazine, has been writing about spas for more than a decade and regularly visits the latest spa openings across Europe. This gives Mark a unique understanding of why, in an ever-changing wellness landscape, it is important that your facilities and services are keeping pace with latest trends so you can remain competitive.


Mark will be speaking to a panel of senior spa managers to explore some of the challenges they have faced in building the case for investment in their facilities and sharing examples of recent successful strategies that have resulted in financial support.


Key questions to be addressed will include.;-

• How can you create a compelling case for investment in the spa versus other areas of the hotel like bedrooms and restaurant areas? 
• How do you measure the value of a spa guest versus corporate guests? 
• What are the current facility developments showing the best returns and benefits?
• What language do you need to adopt to support your case?


This fascinating session will provide you with sound advise to build your own case for investment in your spa business.

BOOK NOW
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                                                    BOOK NOW

Erin Lee is VP of Product Development and Design for Halotherapy Solutions, and Executive Director of the World Halotherapy Association.

With such a halo’ed pedigree (get it?) you might assume that Erin will be sharing her love of, and expertise in, heat treatments in general, but with a focus on salt experiences. But you would only be partly correct.

Erin's presentation will deliver so much more and will explain how the introduction of low-tech equipment and simple operational strategies like ‘therapy stacking’ can solve many of the challenges facing hard-pressed spa managers on a daily basis.

Erin’s simple, yet ingenious ideas can offer much-needed relief for your over-worked therapists by offering hands-off treatment alternatives with proven health benefits. They can also improve customer service through an array of alternative therapies, and generate repeat business through courses of wellness treatments.

These concepts will help you stand out from your competitors and add extra value for your customers. They can also help you attract new customers and develop and / or expand your business through membership services.

You can even turn empty, or under-utilised areas into revenue generating assets with a profitable return in under 3 months.

Learn how to achieve all this and more through Erin’s fascinating Breakout presentation at Spa Life Ireland.

BOOK NOW
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                                                    BOOK YOUR TICKET

Freddie Moross is the Founder and CEO of Music-for-Wellbeing company, Myndstream and in this fascinating session he explains how spas can unlock the power of music as a tool to positively impact revenue.

The session will cover:

○ Why Brands that intentionally programme audio are 96% more likely to be remembered by consumers
○ How Coca-Cola increased sales by 5% through a clever music based campaign
○ How audio can impact Revenue per Customer from the Casino to the Spa
○ How to capitalise on industry trends and promote brand values through music-for-a-purpose

Freddie is an Advisory Board Member of the Global Wellness Institute and has received the Debra Simon Award for Leader in Furthering Mental Wellness at the 2022 Global Wellness Summit.

This session will cover important questions on how to unlock the value of music as a unique marketing tool that can positively impact revenue, promote brand recall, stickiness and consumer loyalty. Freddie will look at successful case studies of Sonic Branding, and explore how Coca-Cola saw a 5% increase in sales following an audio based campaign with K’NAAN during the 2010 FIFA World Cup. We will uncover some of the science behind the effect of music on consumer behaviour and investigate why music is such a powerful D2C marketing tool.

The session will end with case studies on how music can highlight brand values through unique and memorable experiences.

BOOK NOW
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                                                    BOOK NOW


Christine Clinton, GWI Chair of Global Wellness For Children Initiative, who firmly believes in the concept of Wellness for All.

Christine has worked at a senior level in health and wellness for 33 years and has won numerous awards, including the Debra Simon award for Leader in Furthering mental wellness at the Global Wellness Summit, for her pioneering approach to changing attitudes toward wellness treatments for young people.

In this fascinating and thought-provoking presentation, 'Everyone Deserves Wellness', Christine will be discussing the concept of wellness for all, and exploring how spa operators can achieve a unique market position if they embrace change to facilitate wellness for young people in a spa setting.



BOOK NOW
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                            Buyers


                            	
	Aqua Sana (Center Parcs, Longford Forest)
	AquaSpa (Day Spa)
	Buff Day Spa, Dublin
	Cashel Palace Hotel & Spa
	Castlemartyr Coutnry House & Spa
	Daha Ventures (NEW - Opening soon)
	Driuids Glen
	Dunboyne Castle Hotel & Spa
	Farnham Estate


	
	Fota Island Resrt
	Galgorm Spa & Golf Resort
	Johnstown Estate
	Kilkea Castle
	Knockranny House Hotel
	Maryborough Hotel
	Montenotte Hotel
	Natural Salt Therapy Ltd
	Radisson Blu Group


	
	Roe Park Resort
	Samas Spa - Park Hotel Kenmare
	Sheen Falls Lodge Hotel
	Skinlaine Aesthetics Clinic
	The Kingsley Hotel
	The Merrion Hotel
	The Rabbit Hotel & Retreat
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                                     “A truly inspiring conference with some fantastic speakers and content; it’s great to be able to debate common issues with industry peers and discuss what is needed and where ‘spa’ can go”

 
                                    Yvonne Ebdon, GM, UK Spa Association
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                                    "Spa Life is unique; the first day of speed-networking is intense and stimulating so the team is totally focussed, which really motivates them. Then we can relax and let our hair down at the Gala Dinner before gearing up again for more motivational learning opportunities from the Conference on day two".
                                    Kay Pennington, Group Spa Manager, Aqua Sana (Center Parcs)
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                                    “It’s a great event. We’ve met so many people and learned quite a lot already so it’s been really good for us. And it goes so fast – I want to stop the clock so we can keep going!”
                                    Hannah Shaw, Spa Manager, Tresco Spa
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                                    “It’s a forum where you’re meeting the top people from the industry which is great. Also it’s good for us as busy spa operators because we’re usually so limited by our day to day operations we don’t have quality time to meet with supplier like you do at this convention.”
                                    Laura Wilson, Senior Spa Manager, Loch Lomond Golf Club & Spa
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                                    "Spa Life is the one event in the calendar we will always go to. The concept is perfect and the content from the education programme is amazing- totally inspiring; they provide new ideas and answers to existing challenges".
                                    Nerys Chell, MD, Eden Day Spa
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                                    “It gives you the opportunity to discover new products which have never been on your radar before and the intimate nature of the event means you are guaranteed to be able to discuss them in detail to explore whether they’re the right fit for your spa”
                                    Ali Bramwell, Spa Operations Manager, Rockliffe Hall
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                                    Mary Bell

“It’s really productive because I always get to add at least one or two new beauty suppliers for my business at each event, so for me it’s the perfect forum to network, share ideas and find new supply partners.”
                                    Mary Bell, Director, U R Beautiful
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                                    “It’s really worth attending for me. I feel like I achieve so much in just two days, so many things that would take me maybe six to eight months if I had to deal with them all separately. Also, it’s invaluable for my team to see what is happening in the industry and they get some great education at the same time.”
                                    Lesley Bacon, Group Health Club & Spa Manager, Hand Picked Hotels
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                                    "An excellent event: uplifting keynote presentation and I enjoyed every session throughout the day. Well organised throughout with a real 'spa feel".

 
                                    Darren Dixon, Spa Director, Exclusive Hotels
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                                    "Simply,  a brilliant event! Top suppliers, fantastic clients and so inspiring to see the spa community come together. I would recommend this event to anyone in our industry; it provides a great return on investment every year".
                                    Holly Mandall, International Bus. Dev, VOYA
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                                    “We come every year and it keeps getting bigger and better. We bring a number of different members of our team because the education programme is so diverse and relevant for our up-and-coming managers. We’re always seeking new innovations as we need to future-proof our offer and this is definitely the best place to achieve that”
                                    Cathy Ball, Spa Director, Calcot Collection
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                                    We chose to use Spa Life as a platform to launch the Sothys brand into the UK hotel & spa market because it’s the most "commercial spa event in the UK, with professional buyers and key decision makers".
                                    Victoria Dello Ioio, UK Sales Director, SOTHYS
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                                            David Lloyd is opening 13 new spa retreats


                                            David Lloyd Leisure has unveiled its plans to open 13 new spa retreats this year, marking the initiation of an extensive investment strategy by the health club chain aimed at tapping in to the demand for premium health and wellness services.

                                            Read More
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                                            The Spa at Breedon Priory Introduces Germaine De Capuccini

                                            Read More
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                                        Does Spa Life have a mobile App?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Yes! Our FREE mobile app is available to download from the App Store and Google Play.

Just login to either of the above sites and enter 'Spa Life International' into the search bar then download to your device.

Once you have the app, all the relevant information on how to attend will be at your finger-tips.

Some sections of the app are password protected for data  protection purposes. Once you have registered for the event, contact us to receive your password to access the lits of delegates attending.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        When will I receive my tickets?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        All registered delegates will be provided with a unique name badge on arrival and this will be your Entry Ticket to the Convention.

Name badges will be available from the Spa Life Registration Desk which opens at 08:00 am daily.

We politely remind delegates that all Tickets must be paid for in advance of your arrival or you will need to pay by credit/ debit card on arrival.

PLEASE NOTE: Name badges MUST be worn at all times for both networking and security reasons and you may be challenged if you do not have one.

If you have not yet provided names of all delegates in your party, please ensure you send this information as soon as possible.

You will also receive information on how to download and access our free mobile app if you haven’t already done so.

 
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Can I bring a colleague?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The speed-networking Forum and Gala Dinner on Day 1 of the Convention must be pre-booked.

If you wish to bring additional delegates to attend the Conference on Day 2, these may register and pay on the day of the Conference but please note it may take a few minutes to complete the registration and produce additional name badges.

In all cases it is recommended that you register & pay in advance on-line or via email.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        I'm a sponsor; what time can I access the venue to set up?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        SPONSORS  may arrive to set up from 10:00am on Sunday 2nd July for Spa Life UK.

We would recommend a simple banner display and tables will be provided for your use if required.

If you have any specific requirements for display equipment please contact us in advance.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Does Spa Life offer group rates?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        If you wish to bring a team of colleagues, you can enjoy savings on the per person ates of your registration.

The Spa Life team can register your delegates and provide one invoice for easy payment.

For more information, contact us by email at team@spa-life.international

 
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        I've never attended Spa Life, what can I expect?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The Spa Life Conventions are a celebration of excellence and innovation in the spa and wellness industry, with a unique focus on education and self-development.

We focus on what spa professionals like you need to create exceptional wellness experiences. That way, we can all play our part in setting a new standard of excellence for customers.

Over the course of two days we empower you to raise the bar in wellness by helping you grow your product offering, your networks and your management skills and knowledge through a combination of face-to-face meetings, insightful seminars and extensive networking opportunities - and in the case of Spa Life Ireland, a unique, immersive wellness experience.

Flexible ticket options also allow you to bring your support teams to enjoy the education programme on Day 2 of the Convention.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        What time does the event open/ close?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Registration stations will usually open from 08:00am each day, with formal activities beginning around 09:30am.

For detailed itineraries please visit the app or contact us directly: info@spa-life.co.international or +44 (0) 1268 745892 for (UK office) or +353 (45) 890915 (Ireland).

 
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        What does the 1-2-1 networking involve?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        As a decision-maker for your business you will enjoy a personal schedule of pre-arranged meetings with suppliers and service provider that you will have selected in advance.

This forum is an efficient use of time and a great way for senior managers to do business.

Meetings only last for 15 – 20 minutes each but if you require more information from individual suppliers, you can visit their display stand in the EXPO Arena or agree on a follow up meeting later at the Convention, or even make an appointment to meet at your business post-event.

To take part in the 1-2-1 Networking sessions, you will need to select one of the ‘Buyer’ packages.
                                    

                                

                            

                                                

                    

                    
                        
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Who should attend Spa Life?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The Spa Life Convention is designed exclusively for senior spa & wellness professionals. This may include business owners, spa and salon managers, consultants, spa supervisors and aspiring management personnel who are looking to improve their knowledge, increase their contacts and boost their career.

 Wellness never stands still, and alongside celebrating innovation and excellence in the sector, our events will help you grow your product offering, your networks and your knowledge so you are inspired to raise the bar in wellness in your own business.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        What is the format of the event?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        Spa Life is a relaxed, but professional business-focussed forum where the leading figures from the spa and wellness community gather for extensive networking and business development opportunities.

Spa Life Conventions included an EXPO Arena but they are NOT A TRADE SHOW.

Spa Life is the only event in the spa calendar which focuses on developing the people working within the wellness industry. We do this through a combination of formal and informal networking sessions and providing insights and education to help you grow and develop, so you're ready to raise the bar in your day-to-day role.

An example of activities and itinerary for each day might include:

Day 1

	EXPO arena
	1-2-1 speed-networking meetings
	Product demonstrations
	Showcases of the latest trends and innovations
	Operator summit
	Supplier summit
	Gala Dinner


Day 2

	EXPO arena
	Networking
	Keynote addresses, educational seminars and workshops to develop your knowledge, skills, and product offering
	Industry insight from a host of expert speakers focusing on the themes of:
 o Leadership
 o Wellness
	Hot Seat Symposiums: facilitated sessions with expert panels addressing common challenges faced by the industry and posed by the audience.

                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        How do I become a Sponsor?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        A number of Sponsorship Packages are available for every Spa Life Convention.

Each event provides a unique Sponsors' Brochure which is downloadable form the relevant event page and describes all the opportunities available for suppliers and service providers.

For more information, simply visit the Sponsors page of the relevant event to download the Sponsorship Brochure or, if you prefer, you may contact the Organisers directly: Tel: +44 (0)1268 745892 || Email: team@spa-life.international

 
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        As a BUYER, do I have to buy anything at the event?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        There is no obligation to purchase anything, either on the day or at any time; you must however, attend all scheduled meetings to give our sponsors the opportunity to discuss your business's needs.

As an official buyer at the Spa Life Convention, you will be provided with a personal schedule of face-to-face meetings with a range of product brands/ service providers which you will pre-select in advance.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        How do I find information on the conference/ speakers?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        A full list of speakers and topics for each Convention is listed on the relevant event web site and also in the Spa Life mobile app which is available from Google Play or ther App Store.

All Conference programmes include at least one inspirational keynote address and a series of breakout sessions.

Specific information on each speaker and their topics, is included on the Conference pages for each country/ event.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        Do I need to book separately for each Conference session?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        It is not necessary to book for individual conference sessions; so you can build your own agenda by opting to attend any, or all of the conference sessions based on your individual area(s) of interest.

Of course, if you feel that all sessions may of interest for your spa business, you can bring a colleague and split between sessions to optimise the benefits.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        As a Conference Delegate can I visit the EXPO?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        All tickets provide access to all activities of the Convention on the day of entry so if visiting just for the Conference on Day 2 you will have access to the EXPO Arena.

However, if you are seriously looking to review the supply market and discover new brands/ services, we highly recommend you consider one of the Buyer Packages which provide significantly increased value-for-money.

As a Conference-Only ticket holder, you will not have access to the speed-networking forum or the Wellness Experiences (Ireland only) on Day 1.
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        What is the dress code for the Event?                                    
                                

                                
                                    
                                        The Spa Life Convention takes place on a normal working day so business attire is the order of the day.

For the Gala Dinner we recommend Cocktail attire. Black tie (or any tie) is NOT necessary but do we ask gentlemen to wear a jacket; Ladies always know best!

 
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                        

                    


                

                            More Frequently Asked Questions

                        

                    



                
        
            
                

                    
                        Spa Life UK

	Longacre House
Wilcott
Shropshire
SY4 1BJ
United Kingdom

	Company No: 9328097


                    

                    
                        Spa Life International

	Unit 1A Thompson Enterprise Centre
Clane Business Park
Clane
Co. Kildare
W91 ATP8 

	CRO: 595527
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	Spa Life Scotland

	Spa Life Germany
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